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VISION STATEMENT 
 
The Maritime Authority’s vision is to elevate Jamaica’s maritime status to world 
standards, through the provision of quality client-focused services, by making the 
best available use of technology and employing highly trained and motivated staff. 
 

MISSION STATEMENT 
 
The Maritime Authority will pursue the development of shipping and provide quality 
service to the Jamaican and international maritime industry, while promoting high 
standards of maritime competence, safety, security and protection of the marine 
environment. 
 

QUALITY STATEMENT 
 
The Maritime Authority of Jamaica (MAJ) is committed to the operation of a quality 
registry and to providing client – focused services to the Jamaican and international 
maritime industry, while promoting high standards of maritime competence, safety 
and protection of the maritime environment. 
 
It is the policy of the MAJ to be responsive to the individual and collective needs of 
our clients, to provide quality services in support of our mission, and to provide 
services consistent with international conventions, rules, regulations and standards.  
 
To achieve this, the MAJ has implemented a corporate-wide quality management 
system (QMS) in accordance with ISO 9001-2008, which shall serve to fulfil 
expectations, increase efficiency, establish controls and foster a culture committed 
to excellence.  
 
Through the application of modern technology, teamwork and the participation of 
our highly-trained and motivated staff in the use, monitoring and constant 
improvement of the QMS, the MAJ will provide superior services which consistently 
meet client expectations. 
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS  
 
During the period under review, the Maritime Authority of 
Jamaica has continued to exhibit positive growth in revenue in 
relation to its vessel registration business and its mandate to 
facilitate Jamaica’s development as a maritime nation. With the 
opening of the expanded Panama Canal and the expected positive 
developments for the Jamaican maritime sector, the new Board 
of Directors is pleased to have assumed the oversight of the 
Authority at this interesting and promising time as Jamaica 
pursues critical investments for the sector. We are seeing the 
realization of projects which were identified by a study to take 
advantage of Jamaica’s potential as a Shipping Centre, 
complementary to, and a subset of the Global Logistics Hub 
initiative. For instance, the three low hanging fruits positively 
identified: bunkering, drydocking and crewing, have taken off with great results, even as these 
were long in planning.  
             
Ship Registration 
On the ship registration side, the strategic decision to change the model of the Jamaica Ship 
Registry (JSR) through a Public Private Partnership arrangement is sure to bring robust growth in 
the tonnage of ships on the JSR when the project is finalized. The mega yacht registry which is in 
its fourth year continues to exhibit strong growth as a quality registry as continues to attract foreign 
yacht owners and a variety of ship financing banks registering vessel mortgages. At the same time 
our efforts to embrace the local yacht and small vessel owners, continue in earnest. We continue 
to see growth in the Local Trade business where foreign flagged vessels which intend to operate 
commercially in Jamaica are brought under the Local Trade regime of the Shipping (Local Trade) 
Regulations.. This predominantly involves bunkering vessels, dredgers, offshore exploration 
vessels, harbour operations tugs and other support vessels. 
 
Legislation 
Priority legislation for effectively fulfilling the mandate of the Authority has been one of the main 
thrusts during the period under review. There was a significant increase in the pace of accession 
to the international maritime conventions and the development of domestic legislation giving 
effect to those conventions. The legislative developments reflect the cooperative partnerships 
between our parent Ministry and the Office of the Parliamentary Counsel. 
 
During the period under review significant steps were taken in relation to the passage of legislation 
to implement several critical maritime Conventions:  
 

• The Shipping (Amendment Act) 2016 and the Shipping (Training, Certification, Safe 
Manning Hours of Work and Watchkeeping) (Amendment) Regulations, 2016 were 
finalised and published in the Jamaica Gazette. These pieces of legislation 
incorporated revisions to the STCW Convention and ensure that Certificates of 
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Competency and Proficiency issued by the Caribbean Maritime Institute (CMI) will be 
recognized globally by ship owners. 

• The draft Ballast Water Management Act, 2016 was reviewed and the comments of the 
stakeholders incorporated in the Bill. It is expected that Jamaica will accede to 
the International Convention for the Control and Management of Ships’ Ballast Water in 
the upcoming year.  

• The draft Shipping (Amendment) Bill, 2016 and the Shipping (Welfare of Seafarers and 
Maritime Labour Competence Certificate) Regulations, 2016 were reviewed and final 
comments submitted to the Office of the Parliamentary Counsel. The 
legislation incorporates the Maritime Labour Convention, 2006 which is critical to the 
competitiveness of Jamaica Ship Registry and secures decent living and working 
conditions for Jamaican seafarers working on commercial ships.   It is also expected that 
Jamaica will ratify the Convention in the upcoming year.   

• National guidance for the implementation of the amendments to chapter V of the SOLAS 
Convention which deals with the Verified Gross Mass for export Containers was prepared 
for stakeholders in the shipping industry. The amendments entered into force on July 1, 
2016 and preparation for its implementation was facilitated by a series of sensitization 
sessions conducted in collaboration with the Shipping Association of Jamaica and the 
Jamaica Exporters Association. 

 
International Maritime Organization 
Preparations were made along with the Ministry of Transport and Mining (MTM) and the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs and Foreign Trade (MFAFT) with the full endorsement of the Honourable Prime 
Minister, to seek election to the Council of the International Maritime Organization (IMO)for the 
2018-2019 biennium. The IMO is the UN specialized agency with responsibility for regulating the 
safety and security of shipping and prevention of pollution from  ships. The formal launch of 
Jamaica’s candidacy for category C of the Council was done at Jamaica House in February 2017 
with a video message from the Prime Minister, and with actual addresses at the launch from the 
Minister of Foreign Affairs and Foreign Trade and our own Minister of Transport and Mining. The 
Director General was also appointed as the Special Envoy to the IMO for our candidature towards 
the ending of the period under review.    
 
Development Activities 
The Authority has been successfully facilitating maritime related investments and further 
development in Maritime Jamaica. The range of activities which contribute to the development of 
the Shipping Centre as aforementioned, include: bunkering, dry docking and crewing, with the 
demand for bunkering still growing in spite of the supply constraints. As supply of bunker fuels 
continued to fall below the demand with PETROJAM not being able to increase its output, the 
strong effort to identify investors to set up tank farms showed welcome results as a local investor, 
West Indies Petroleum Products (WIPP) was able to procure existing storage facilities in Portland 
Bight and Ocho Rios. The establishment of dry dock facilities will become a reality within 18 
months through a partnership with the shipowning company Harren and Partner, Jamaica Dry 
Dock Ltd, and German shipping supplier Kloska Technik GmbH.  
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The placement of Jamaican crews increased during the period with EXMAR Shipping and United 
Bulk Carriers (UBC) again engaging several more seafarers from the CMI with many officers 
including women, being promoted into higher managerial levels on board their ships, particularly 
LNG carriers. These improvements augur well for Jamaica’s thrust to be a viable Logistics Hub 
and Shipping Centre in the Hemisphere. A number of other services such as ship supply and 
chandlering, “wet dock” repair services, are  thriving businesses in Kingston Harbour; technical 
marine services such as marine surveying along with marine insurance and ship financing are now 
being pursued taking full advantage of the opportunities arising from the opening of the enlarged 
Panama Canal. 
 
During the period under review, the Authority facilitated a number of new services and attractions 
in the watersports sector where all marine craft are required to be surveyed and certified safe before 
being permitted to operate in the sector. The regulatory framework for Cruising Permits for visiting 
foreign flagged yachts is being prepared, however, a few permits have been issued by the Authority 
on the request of yacht owners. The plan to market Jamaica as a yachting destination, leveraging 
our successful yacht registrations, is still centered around the Port Antonio Marina coupled with a 
structured involvement of the local community. This initiative is expected to be complemented by 
the introduction of a triangular cruise for yachts between Jamaica, Cuba and the Cayman Islands. 
 
Ship Safety  
In keeping with its mandate to regulate the safety of shipping as regards construction of ships and 
navigation, the Authority ensures that all Jamaican registered vessels operating globally and 
foreign registered vessels operating in Jamaica’s maritime space comply with the international and 
national rules and standards for safety, security and pollution prevention.   

In fulfilment of our obligations as a flag State, the Authority continued to conduct technical surveys 
and inspections of Jamaican ships through our in-house surveyors and a global network of ship 
inspectors. During the period under review, the Authority’s Port State Control Officers met our 
target of inspecting a minimum of 15% of foreign vessels that call at Jamaican in accordance with 
the Caribbean Memorandum on Port State Control (CMOU). A total of five ships were detained 
by the Authority in the period.  
 
Examination and Certification of Seafarers 
Under the Shipping Act 1998, the Authority regulates the certification of seafarers and establishes 
maritime training and safety standards. It has oversight for the nautical subjects taught at the 
Caribbean Maritime Institute (CMI) to ensure that the programmes are delivered at the 
international levels required by the IMO’s International Convention on Standards of Training, 
Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers (STCW Convention). The Authority conducts 
examinations and certifies the officers with International Certificates of Competency (COCs) in 
the various nautical and marine engineering disciplines up to the levels of Masters and Chief 
Engineers. The Authority also certifies, in accordance with the international standards, foreign 
trained seafarers working on Jamaican flagged vessels.. 

For the period under review, as a result of the increased throughput at the CMI, the Authority 
correspondingly increased the number of examinations in Marine Engineering, Navigation and 
Maritime Law and also issued and revalidated an increased number of Certificates of Competency. 
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Without a commensurate increase in technical staff over the years, this activity places a heavy 
burden on the Directorate of Safety, Environment and Certification. Consequently, the Authority 
continues to use external examiners to augment the small technical staff who also have other 
operational duties to perform during exam periods.  
 
Corporate Governance  
The Authority has been compliant with all of its statutory obligations to the Government and 
exercised high standards of corporate governance throughout the period. All reporting obligations 
in relation to applicable legislation and international conventions to which Jamaica is a party were 
met on time. After successfully completing the ISO 9001:2008 audit during the period under 
review, we continued preparation for the transition and adoption of the ISO 9001:2015 standards 
that will take place in the 2017-2018 Financial period. 
 
Finance   
Financial performance showed continued improvement. The budget for the financial year as 
approved by Parliament was $299 million with $164.3 million allocated from Government 
revenues and $135 million approved to be earned by the Authority. For this 2016/2017 financial 
year, revenue grew to $339.1 million, an increase of $66.8 million or 24.5% over the previous 
period. Revenue from services was $174.7 million, a 56.55% improved performance over the 
previous year. Government subvention of $164.3 million accounted for the balance of the 
Authority’s income for the period. 
 
With careful management of the expenditure, the budget has remained within the limits approved 
by Government and consistent with revenue collections. During the period of 2016/2017 
expenditure amounted to $281.5 million being just over $18 million less than budget. This resulted 
in an operating surplus of $57.6 million. 
 
Conclusion 
During the Financial period 2016-2017, the Maritime Authority of Jamaica continued to exert its 
presence in Jamaica’s maritime space as the foremost regulatory entity relating to maritime safety 
and security of ships and marine pollution prevention, while contributing to Jamaica’s 
development as a viable Logistics Hub and Shipping Centre. Its contribution to safety within the 
watersports sector helps to ensure that this segment of the market operates at the highest possible 
standards which in turn contributes to the viability and confidence in the marine tourism industry. 
 
Through its developmental roles, the Authority continues to provide guidance and advice for 
potential investors thereby facilitating maritime-related projects.  
 
With careful financial management and detailed planning, the Authority was again able to contain 
its expenditure below budget. This was accomplished through careful management and the 
exercise of conservative policies and tight controls consistent with the dictates of the Ministry of 
Finance and the Public Sector. For the year ending March 31, 2017, the operating surplus stood at 
$57.56 million which led to a net surplus of $65.27 million. 
 



The Board having assumed policy, oversight and governance responsibilities during its first year 
with the change in government Administration, records its appreciation to the Management and 
Staff for their work to bring growth to the Jamaica Ship Registry, and in their efforts to project 
Jamaica as a viable Shipping Centre, an integral part of the Logistics Hub that can competitively 
provide services needed by ships which not only call at our ports but also those that transit the 
Caribbean Region. 

 
It would be remiss of me not to register my gratitude to the Hon. Lester Mike Henry the Minister 
of Transport and Mining for his strong interest, clear policy direction and guidance throughout the 
period and also my colleague Board Members for their support, dedication and sound counsel. We 
also recognize the sterling efforts of the management of the Authority whose professionalism with 
hard work and commitment do justice to the word “service” for their country. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Corah Ann Robertson Sylvester 
Chairperson 
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DIRECTOR GENERAL’S REPORT 
  
The Maritime Authority of Jamaica is the maritime administration of 
Jamaica and operates as the maritime transportation agency of the 
Ministry of Transport and Mining. It formally came into being in 
April 2001 to implement the Shipping Act, 1998 which is the 
principal piece of domestic legislation that governs the development 
of shipping and regulates matters relating to merchant shipping and 
seafarers. The Act provides the legal framework which governs 
maritime development and regulates maritime safety, security and 
the prevention of pollution from ships. It enshrines the international 
maritime instruments which are promulgated by the International 
Maritime Organization (IMO) and other pertinent international 
bodies including the International Labour Organization (ILO) which has rules and standards that 
affect seafarers’ rights. 
 
The Authority performs is functions through its four Directorates, namely: Directorates of Safety 
Environment and Certification (DSEC); Directorate of Legal Affairs (DLA); Directorate of 
Shipping and Policy Research (DSPR) and Directorate of Corporate Services. The Directorate of 
Marketing and Promotions has not yet been instituted, however, limited overseas representation is 
carried out by appointed Deputy Registrars (DRs) in China, Malta, Norway, Panama and the USA. 
These appointed DRs do limited promotion and marketing with the aim of registering ships on our 
behalf. 
  
The Jamaica Ship Registry (JSR) which functions within the DSPR, registers vessels worldwide 
by virtue of the provisions of section 8 (a) of the Shipping Act which allows for the administration 
of the registration of ships. During the period under review, the JSR earned the highest revenue 
for the Authority through the registration of various vessel types ranging from large cargo ships to 
small vessels and watercraft operating within the recreational boating sector in Jamaica and the 
watersports sector of the Ministry of Tourism. There was an overall increase of almost 31% of 
international vessels registered not including foreign-owned mega yachts which saw almost 52 % 
increase over the previous year. Registration of domestic small vessels also increased by 18%.   
 
Directorate of Safety, Environment and Certification 
Maritime safety and security, pollution prevention from vessel sources and the academic oversight 
for the standards of training and certification of seafarers are among the principal responsibilities 
carried out by the Directorate of Safety Environment and Certification. The marine surveyors and 
inspectors of the Directorate conduct Port State Control activities of foreign-flagged ships that call 
at our ports and do preliminary accident and casualty investigations affecting ships and other 
vessels. The Directorate has increased its output in the period under review achieving more Port 
State Control inspections, Local Trade inspections and Flag State inspections, the latter carried out 
both overseas and locally during Jamaica flagship calls at one of our ports. Most of our flagships 
never come to Jamaica as they cross-trade all over the world. Whenever our own surveyors are 
unable to conduct flag-State inspections overseas, particularly in Europe, Asia, and Africa,  
through arrangements), flag-State inspections are carried out on our behalf through contractual 
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arrangements with Non-Exclusive Surveyors (NES) . We have NES in China, Hong Kong China, 
Singapore, and the Middle East.  
 
Through DSEC’s technical staff including the marine surveyors and inspectors and the 
examination section, the monitoring of the delivery of nautical and marine engineering training at 
the Caribbean Maritime Institute (CMI) has been maintained during the period, along with the 
preparation of examinations and the auditing of the quality management system, in keeping with 
the requirements of the International Convention for the Standards of Training and Certification 
for Watchkkeeping (STCW Convention). As the volume of work increased again during the period 
under review, consequent to the increase in throughput at the CMI, more external assistance was 
sought particularly with the marking examination papers.   
 
Throughout the period DSEC has also been active in conducting workshops and seminars for the 
Marine Police and carrying out the regular inspections and re-validations of safety certificates of 
hundreds of vessels in the watersports and the fishing sectors.    
 
Working with other Government agencies including JAMPRO, the Authority is also charged with 
the responsibility to facilitate the development of maritime investments and services consistent 
with the Government’s thrust to expand the economic activities associated with the Shipping 
Centre concept subsumed as that is under the Logistics Hub initiative. The year in review saw 
increased activities associated with this aspect of our mandate including the ongoing work in 
pursuit of a Private Public Partnership (PPP) arrangement to operate the JSR.  
 
International Maritime Organization (IMO) 
The Authority is Jamaica’s focal point for the UN specialized agency responsible for governing 
international shipping, the International Maritime Organization (IMO). The IMO develops the 
international rules and standards for the safety and security of shipping and the prevention of 
pollution from ship sources. Jamaica’s participation in the work of the IMO continued during the 
period as a Member State. The IMO Council is the Governing body of the Organization when the 
Assembly, which meets every two years, is not in session. Jamaica was elected to the IMO Council 
in 2007 and was subsequently re-elected three times for each succeeding biennium, however, at 
the last Council elections during the 29th session of the Assembly, we were not re-elected. Having 
membership on the Council is prestigious and helps to raise the maritime profile of the country as 
a reputable maritime State. The decision was made by the Government during this period under 
review, for us to prepare for the next Council elections which will take place at the IMO in London 
in December 2017. 
 
While we are determined to regain our position at the next Council elections in December 2017, 
we continue to attend and participate in the technical work of the IMO which keeps us abreast of 
policy, legislative and technical developments and redounds to our status as a reputable maritime 
State, ensuring our representation during the rule-making processes of the Organization. The 
Directors and senior officers of the Authority attend the main committee meetings at the IMO 
where the international maritime rule-making takes place. Our presence at the technical meetings 
of the IMO ensures that overly stringent rules are not made, which would prove challenging for 
Small Island Developing States (SIDs) and Least Developing Countries (LDCs) to implement.  
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Jamaica also benefits from the IMO’s Integrated Technical Cooperation Programme which 
promotes capacity building, facilitates funding for maritime education and Training at various 
levels up to graduate level at the World Maritime University (WMU) and the International 
Maritime Law Institute (IMLI). The Caribbean including Jamaica benefits from various 
fellowships and aid programmes that provide for specialist maritime education and training. Many 
senior persons in the public service, including the Authority and other maritime agencies and 
institutions, are graduates of various IMO funded programmes. During the period several Jamaican 
persons were undergoing education and training, inter alia at the two IMO tertiary institutes, 
World Maritime University (WMU) in Sweden, and the International Maritime Law Institute in 
Malta and other institutions. For eligible Jamaicans, the Authority coordinates these fellowships 
and endorses the applicants. The Authority also hosted several IMO funded national and regional 
seminars and workshops 
 
Shipping Hub Activities 
In the pursuit of its developmental mandate, the Authority has been articulating the establishment 
of Jamaica as a Maritime Centre or Shipping hub through the facilitation of the development of 
maritime activities as a means of attracting investments and generating employment through the 
provision of various services to the maritime industry, particularly ships, and not only to those 
calling at our ports but also to others transiting the region engaged in north/south and east/west 
trades in the hemisphere. The opening of the enlarged Panama Canal has also offered new 
opportunities. Some allied services envisioned include financial, ship brokerage, arbitration and 
marine insurance. 

With the aid of our formal Commonwealth Secretariat funded study on Jamaica’s prospects to 
position itself as a viable Shipping Hub, a number of activities and services were positively 
identified. These include, inter alia, marine insurance, ship financing, bunkering, crewing, 
drydocking/repairs, and ship chandlering. The study identified and articulated three “low hanging 
fruits” which were relatively quick to develop and start and would also be like a magnet for the 
introduction of other services. The current status of the three: Crewing, bunkering and drydocking 
are outlined: 

• Ship Repair/Dry Dock 
The report from consultants who conducted another follow-up Commonwealth Secretariat 
study on the establishment of Ship Repair (facilities) in Jamaica, which was completed 
during the previous period, was the catalyst for partnerships with two German and a 
Jamaican company to pursue the establishment of floating dry dock facilities in Kingston 
Harbour. Planning and financing arrangements are underway. 
 
Bunkering 
A further study by the Authority and also funded by the Commonwealth Secretariat “A 
Study to Position Jamaica as a Bunkering Location in the Caribbean Region” laid out 
the potential of Jamaica as a competitive bunkering station in the region. Bunkering of 
ships is taking place in Jamaican waters with four bunker suppliers providing service to 
ships calling at our ports or transiting the Wider Caribbean Sea routes proximate to 
Jamaica. As the sole supplier of “bunkers” in Jamaica PETROJAM has still not been able 
to meet the predictable demand which was actually demonstrated in the study. 
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Consequently, the Authority has also urged the bunker companies to invest in tank farms 
and to import their own supplies. One owner did go that route by procuring excellent 
facilities at Port Esquivel which previously stored ethanol. Additionally, that company, 
West Indies Petroleum Products (WIPP), has expanded its bunkering fleet and intends to 
increase its offerings to cruise vessels on the North Coast.  
 

• Crewing 
The principal pool of Jamaican seafarers is drawn from the Caribbean Maritime Institute 
(CMI) from which the annual throughput has increased both for marine engineers and 
nautical cadets. While the CMI has some lingering problems with the placement of all the 
cadets in berths at sea, the situation has improved measuredly with more well-established 
shipping lines offering placements. More CMI trained personnel are also being exposed to 
practical aspects of seafaring on board specialist ships engaged in the Local Trade. The 
Authority continues to assist with identifying berths for our seafarers. The value of this 
activity to the individual seafarer and to the economy is clear as wages are denominated in 
US dollars and much of the salary is remitted to Jamaica.  

 
Ship Registration Services 
The Private Public Partnership (PPP) to identify and engage suitable private investor partners for 
the privatization of the management, operation and promotion of the JSR progressed with a 
consultant being contracted to undertake a pre-feasibility analysis of the JSR. The consultant 
delivered the pre-feasibility assessment in January 2016 and this was accepted by the Enterprise 
Team. Subsequently, a Terms of Reference for a Transaction Advisor to undertake a feasibility 
study/business case to confirm the viability of the project and determine how the transaction would 
be structured was approved by the Enterprise Team. The estimated time for completion of the PPP 
is 18-24 months. 
 
The types of vessels which the JSR registers include bulk carriers, container ships, tankers, barges, 
fishing vessels and pleasure craft ranging from mega-yachts and personal watercraft. Earnings 
from total vessel registration services during the period was $31,062,653 compared to $22,398,603 
during the last period. The registration of mega yacht has been the most successful area with the 
fleet growing by 45% by the ending of the period. 
 
Commercial Jet Ski operations in Jamaica remain suspended and the Authority has been working 
with the Task Force appointed by the Ministry of Tourism to develop a framework for the safe 
operation of Jet Skis. Consequently, the Authority conducted training of operators, developed a 
series of control measures and made a recommendation for the resumption of commercial Jet Ski 
operations in prescribed geographical areas of Jamaica.  
 
Mass Rescue Operations (MRO) 
The development of the MRO contingency plan for Jamaica had reached such a high maturity 
stage that an all-island communications exercise was conducted in April 2017 with the generous 
assistance of the US Coast Guard. The Authority, as the local lead agency for the development of 
the plan, and the Office of Disaster Preparedness and Emergency Management (ODPEM) 
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participated in the exercise which was led and coordinated by subject matter experts of the US 
Coast Guard.  
 
The exercise was conducted over a five day period and involved other Jamaican agencies and 
entities including: the Jamaica Defence Force and its Coast Guard, the Jamaica Constabulary 
Force, Port Authority of Jamaica (PAJ), the Jamaica Civil Aviation Authority of Jamaica (JCAA), 
the Airports Authority of Jamaica (AAJ), Norman Manley International Airport (NMIA), Montego 
Bay Airport (MBJ), the Parish Councils, the Jamaica Fire Brigade (JFB) and the Ministry of Health 
(MoH).  
 
The MRO Contingency Plan was therefore updated as a result of the exercise. Jamaica’s readiness 
to respond to a major incident involving a large passenger ship or aircraft in our maritime space 
and Flight Information Region (FIR) in the water, has been greatly reinforced. 
 
Financial Out-turn 
During FY16/17 approximately 48.5% of our total revenue was provided by Government which 
showed a 2.3% increase over the previous period. The revenue from operations was $174.76 
million which showed an increase of 56.6% over the previous period. This increase in revenue was 
generated from: Ship Registration activities locally and internationally including foreign owned 
yachts brought into the JSR; Local Trade from foreign flagged commercial vessels operating in 
Jamaican waters; vessels and watercraft operating for tourism in the watersports industry; fishing 
and miscellaneous vessels, and, examination and certification of seafarers. The operating surplus 
also showed a significant increase of 272% while expenditure over the period increased to a modest 
7.5%. 
 
Outlook for 2017/2018 
In the next period, April 2017 to March 2018, while the forecast of events will be shaped by the 
policy direction of the new Board, there are certain programmes which should continue while new 
revenue sources are to be identified. The following specific areas are targeted: 

• The identification of a Transaction Adviser for the PPP of the JSR. 
• Accelerating the campaign activities for election to the IMO Council in December 2018 
• Accession to the Maritime Labour Convention, 2006 and the Ballast Water Management 

Convention, 2004. 
• Priority Legislation to be pursued 
• Dry Dock project to be fully facilitated. 
• Continuing to collaborate with the CMI to identify internships at sea for Cadets to obtain 

qualifying sea-time.  
• Maintaining international standards certification under ISO 9001:2008 quality standards 

and complete activities to transition to the ISO 9001:2015 standard in the coming year. 
 
Conclusion 
The year has brought many successes for the Authority as we continue to provide Jamaica with a 
modern marine administration which understands the international regulatory responsibilities of 
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shipping which is vital for Jamaica’s economy depending as it does on shipping for 93% of its 
trade. We have provided the necessary academic and regulatory oversight for the nautical and 
marine engineering training carried out by the CMI consistent with the requirements of the IMO’s 
International Convention on Standards of Training and Certification of Watchkeeping for 
Seafarers (STCW Convention). Through a rigorous observance of the various national and 
international rules and standards and a robust port State control targeting programme we have 
helped to keep sub-standard shipping out of Jamaica’s maritime space. In our role as a facilitator 
of maritime activity to create jobs and earn valuable foreign exchange for the country, we continue 
to promote the Shipping Hub concept by identifying and facilitating activities that will provide 
services to international shipping thus contributing to Jamaica becoming a viable shipping centre 
in the hemisphere. 

We do our job with a very talented highly trained and dedicated team of persons who have rendered 
incredible support and with whom I have the distinct honour of working. I take the opportunity to 
thank the staff for all of the encouragement and support given to me during this review period 
which they have done oftentimes under great stress and with many challenges. Lastly, I wish to 
also register my thanks to the Board for their guidance, support and encouragement throughout. 
           

  
Rear Admiral Peter Brady 
Director General 
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JAMAICA SHIP REGISTRY (JSR) 
 
The JSR remains a quality Registry which is evidenced by the achievements recorded in the period 
under review. The projection for the registration of eight (8) international vessels and seventy (70) 
yachts was surpassed by 162.5% and 38.6% respectively. However, the true potential of the JSR 
is still to be realized as there is a need for the strategic deployment of appropriate resources to 
achieve the desired success. It is for this reason that Authority is pursuing the privatisation of the 
JSR through a Public-Private Partnership (PPP).   
The Yacht Registry continues to be the main contributor to the growth of the Registry mainly in 
terms of revenue, the number of vessels registered and to a lesser extent the gross tonnage. The 
Mega Yacht Registry Services (MYRS) has been engaged for another year commencing April 1, 
2017, as Deputy Registrar (DR) of the Jamaica Ship Registry in Florida, the Caribbean and the 
Mediterranean Area. The renewed agreement was presented to Jake DesVergers, Managing 
Director of MYRS, on his annual visit to the Authority on March 7, 2017. Mr. DesVergers was 
also then presented with a token by the Director General, in acknowledgement of his efforts that 
saw the significant increase in the number of yachts on the Register since his engagement as DR. 
The DR also paid a courtesy call on the Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Authority.  
 

 
Jake DesVergers, Managing Director MYRS, receiving a token from Rear Admiral Brady 
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The Authority also recognized Mr. Sergey Gudko, Director Ukrainian Marine Lawyers Ltd. and a 
DR for Ukraine and Turkey, for a decade of collaboration between Ukrainian Marine Lawyers Ltd. 
and the Maritime Authority of Jamaica and the promotion of the Jamaican Flag. To commemorate 
the event, Mr. Sergey Gudko, visited the offices of the Authority between January 24 – 26, 2017 
where the Agency Agreement was renewed for another year and he was presented with a token to 
commemorate the milestone. The DR also paid a courtesy call on the Chairman of the Board of 
Directors at her office.         

    

 
 

The Director General, Rear Admiral Peter Brady and the DR, Mr. Sergey Gudko of 
Ukrainian Marine Lawyers Ltd. 
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The Authority also facilitated a meeting between the DR (Ukraine and Turkey) with the Jamaican 
Diplomatic Representative in Turkey on February 10, 2017.  

A total of 22 vessels have been registered by the DR over the decade, all under 24 metres. There 
are currently Twelve (12) vessels on the Register, attributed to the efforts of the DR, two of which 
were registered during the period under review.   
 
Registration Activities 
The JSR continues in its growth, realizing a 31% increase in the number of vessels and 26% 
increase in tonnage over the period. There is no direct correlation between the number of vessels 
and the tonnage on the Register. The number of vessels on the Register stands at 348 at the end of 
the period as against 266 for the previous period.  

 
 

Growth in the Register 2005 – 2017 

 
 
 
The significant growth in the registry for the last four years is a direct result of yacht registration 
through the Mega Yacht Registry Services in Florida.  
 
Since its inception, the JSR has maintained a fair retention record throughout the years as, of the 
512 vessels registered, 74% have been retained.  only with only five of the 115 (representing 4.4%) 
vessels registered over the period were deleted. All but one, a General Cargo ship, of the deleted 
vessels were yachts.  A small percentage of yachts are routinely deleted as owners seek to optimize 
their (perceived) value or simply to dispose of them.  
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The chart below provides an indication of the percentage composition of the Register by type of 
vessel. 
 

Percentage Composition of the Register by Type of Vessel  
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The composition of vessels in the international market is represented below and provides an 
indication of the distribution of international vessels by type. 

 

Distribution of International Vessels by Type 

 
 

From the above chart, the Yachting segment of the market shows 64.2% of vessels being private 
yachts while 9.5% represents Private Charter Yachts and 5.1% Commercial Yachts. General Cargo 
vessels also account for 5.1% of the International Vessels. 
 
Convention vessels, 500gt and above, increased from 44 in 2016 to 56 in March 2017, 87.5% of 
which are engaged internationally. The domestic fleet of large vessels  accounts for 12.75% of the 
convention ships on the Register.  
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The chart below provides a representation of the distribution of convention ships on the Register, 
by vessel type. 
 

Distribution of Convention Vessels by Type

 
 

 

There was a fair increase in tonnage of the Registry for the period as the highest tonnage ever 
achieved was realized  with 276,480 gt, a 25% increase over the previous period. This was realized 
despite vessel deletions causing a loss of 41,070.7 gt. It is to be noted that there is no direct 
correlation between the number of vessels and the tonnage on the Register as Yachts, for example, 
carry very little tonnage but account for the highest number of vessels on the register. 
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The chart below shows the registered tonnage over the past eleven years. 
 

Registered Tonnage 2006-2017

 
 

Registration of small domestic vessels continues with a total of 953 vessels now on the Register.  
These vessels are primarily moored in Jamaica and predominantly engaged in the water sports 
sector. 

Local Trade Activities  
A total of 27 certificates were issued for vessels involved in Local Trade activity over the year in 
the following categories: 15 certificates were issued for the first time for the minimum term of 
three months, 3 were issued for six months, 2 were issued for a year and 7 were based on 
applications for renewal. The vessels are primarily involved in bunkering and dredging operations.  
 
 
SEAFARER ENGAGEMENT AND WELFARE 
The welfare of the Jamaican seafarers and seafarers aboard Jamaican flagged vessels are of primary 
importance to the Authority. In fulfilment of this obligation, the Registrar of Seafarers continues 
to provide support to seafarers in pursuit of employment opportunities by assisting with identifying 
opportunities for the engagement of seafarers and maintaining records of persons so engaged.  

Twenty-Two Seafarers were referred for employment over the period. The efforts to have 
Jamaican Seafarers facilitated in Asia through the efforts of Authority’s Agent in the region did 
not materialize as the cost of transporting Seafarers to and from the vessels was found by 
shipowners to be prohibitive. Seafarers can be sourced by them in their region at a fraction of the 
cost of engaging a Jamaican Seaman.  

There are increased efforts to place Seafarers in the local maritime industry. Three candidates were 
referred to the Jamaica Private Power Plant for short-term employment onboard the Jamaican 
Power Barges operated by that facility. Efforts are now being made to have seafarers placed on 
vessels engaged in local trade. 
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The Registrar of Seafarers continued over the period, to provide guidance to Seafarers as required. 
Issues regarding termination and associated compensation represent the primary issues addressed, 
with complaints received from three Seafarers claiming wrongful dismissal or non-payment of 
salaries. Two cases have been settled with the assistance of the Registrar of Seafarers while the 
other is before the Courts.  

 

SHIP INSPECTION AND SURVEYS 
The Directorate of Safety, Environment and Certification (DSEC) continued its programs on 
behalf of the Authority to protect the safety of life and property at sea, as well as to protect the 
marine environment, consistent with the prudent and responsible development of Jamaican 
shipping. This is achieved through the survey and inspection of vessels for maritime safety and 
pollution prevention measures, examination and certification of seafarers and the investigation into 
accidents and casualties at sea. The Directorate includes four surveyors and four inspectors who 
carry out the various inspections required to assist in ensuring the protection of the marine 
environment and that vessels comply with the safety provisions of domestic and international 
legislation. In this regard the Directorate is responsible for conducting: 

• Port State Control inspections 
• Flag State inspections 
• Local trade inspections 
• Inspection of tourism/watersports vessels 
• Marine Casualty Investigations 
• Examination and Certification of seafarers 

 
Port State Control Inspections  
Port State Control (PSC) inspections are conducted on marine vessels calling at Jamaican ports to 
ensure that they are operating at international standards of maritime safety, pollution prevention 
and seafarer welfare. Port State Control also helps to keep sub-standard ships out of the Jamaican 
waters and the wider Caribbean. 

For the reporting period, a total of one hundred and sixty-two (162) inspections were conducted. 
This was eighteen (18) fewer inspections than the previous year and twelve (12) more than the 
planned target. The minimum target of 15% inspections as required by Caribbean Memorandum 
of Understanding (CMOU) is superseded annually.  
 

The table shows the comparisons of PSC Inspections over a seven-year period: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Period Target Actual 
2010/2011 144 166 
2011/2012 144 102 
2012/2013 192 141 
2013/2014 141 150 
2014/2015 121 163 
2015/2016 144 180 
2016/2017 150 162 
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Over the reporting period, sixty-four (64) of the ships had a total of one hundred and forty-three 
(143) deficiencies and there were five (5) detentions due to serious safety deficiencies and sub-
standard conditions onboard the vessels. The five (5) ships that were detained had deficiencies in 
the categories below: 

• Safety of Navigation 
• Lifesaving appliances 
• Load line 
• Fire safety measures 
• Certificates and Documents 
• Emergencies Systems 

 
It should be noted that Jamaica exceeded its minimum mandatory requirement of 15% inspections 
of ships calling at the Jamaican ports as required by the CMOU on PSC in the calendar year 2016. 
The Caribbean Maritime Information System (CMIS) is being used by the Authority to assist PSC 
inspectors in targeting ships and sharing data with other MOUs and related international agencies. 
An additional feature of the system allows results of inspections conducted to be reflected on the 
Equasis website. 
 
Flag State Inspections 
The Authority conducted twenty-two (22) Flag State Inspections, that is inspections on Jamaican 
registered vessels. This is an increase of four (4) when compared to the previous financial year.  

The table shows comparisons of Flag State inspections over a seven-year period: 
      

Period Target Actual 
2010/2011 20 20 
2011/2012 20 19 
2012/2013 16 12 
2013/2014 16 22 
2014/2015 17 17 
2015/2016 17 18 
2016/2017 16 22 

 

  

 
Local Trade Inspections 

Local Trade inspections are conducted on foreign-flagged ships that have permission to operate in 
Jamaica’s territorial waters. They are rigidly inspected to ensure that they maintain high safety and 
environmental protection standards as required by the relevant International Conventions. The 
inspections also serve to verify that the crew are properly trained, managed and accommodated. 

Among these vessels are the foreign-registered tankers engaged in bunkering and numerous 
foreign tugs that are periodically engaged in operations exclusively in Jamaican waters. We 
presently have the largest vessel to ever have been registered under the Local Trade, the 90,000 
Grt M/V Golar Arctic an LNG Floating Storage Regasification Vessel and the smaller M/V Coral 
Anthelia engaged in the transportation of LNG from Portland Bight to the Port of Montego Bay.   
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Over the period, thirty-one (31) local trade inspections were done. This is an increase of two (2) 
over the previous year.   

 
The Table shows comparisons of Local Trade Inspections over a seven-year period: 
 

Period Target Actual 
2010/2011 12 13 
2011/2012 10 9 
2012/2013 10 10 
2013/2014 10 13 
2014/2015 10 19 
2015/2016 10 29 
2016/2017 10 31 

 
 
Small Vessel Safety Inspections 
Small vessels include those operating in the local tourism water sports industry as well as 
commercial fishing vessels and private pleasure crafts. These inspections play a are very important 
role in ensuring the safety of locals and visitor while utilizing the vessels. 

During the period one thousand three hundred and eight (1,308) small vessels were inspected. This 
is a decrease of one hundred and thirty (130) vessels when compared to the previous year. This is 
partially a reflection of the ban on commercial Jet Ski operations. 

In summary, 1308 vessels (new and renewals) were inspected, of which 994 were non-motorized 
and 444 were motorized. 
 
The Table shows comparisons of Small Vessel Safety Inspections over an eight-year period: 
   

Period Target Actual 
2010/2011 1200 1,870 
2011/2012 1300 1,189 
2012/2013 1300 1,254 
2013/2014 1300 1,173 
2014/2015 1300 1,663 
2015/2016 1300 1,438 
2016/2017 1350 1,308 

 
It is recognized that a lot of the private vessels that operate around the coast remain unregistered. 
With the assistance of the Marine Police and the Coast Guard we intend to enforce the law to have 
these vessels registered. Registration of these vessels will improve maritime safety and also protect 
the marine environment.  
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Marine Casualty Investigations 
A total of nine (9) marine casualty investigations were carried out for the reporting period. 
They are as follows: 

• Allision of Vega Scorpio – collided with Kingston Wharf (May 2016) 
• Hobie cat of Couples Tower Isle – collided with a Spear Fisherman. (June 2016) 
• Allision of Pilot Vessel Service 4 - allided with Cement company coal pier (August 2016) 
• Hoegh Caribia  - oil spill during bunkering with Bunkerjam 1. (November 2016) 
• CFS Panjang - oil spill during bunkering by truck. (November 2016) 
• Tug Bently King - Crewmember hurt from a parted towing wire (December 2016) 
• Yacht Indulgence and Canoe - collision killing a fisherman. (January 2017) 
• Interlink Saga City - Crew member died after falling in cargo hold. (March 2017) 
• Germania Nova - A crewmember died after falling from the mast 

 
Certification & Licensing of Seafarers 

The Authority is responsible for ensuring that the training standards at approved Maritime 
Institutions are maintained at International levels. This is achieved through its Standards of 
Training, Certification and Watchkeeping 1978 programme of examining and certifying seafarers 
according to IMO standards. The Authority issues certificates to Jamaican trained seafarers and 
endorsements to foreign-trained seafarers working on Jamaican flagged vessels in accordance with 
standards established under the International Convention governing Standards of Training and 
certification of seafarers (STCW), as amended. 

For the 2016/2017 financial year, the following activities were conducted: 
• STCW Certificates of Competence (COC) revalidated        –  151 (increase of 107) 
• STCW COCs, new issued                    –  70 (increase of 17)  
• Certificate of Proficiency          –  874 (increase of 747) 

 
The table below shows the examinations and certifications conducted over a 7-year 

period: 
 

Period COC 
Revalidated 

COC 
New 

Endorsement 
attesting 
further 
training 

Certificate of 
Proficiency 

2010/2011 13 52 52 0 
2011/2012 22 19 60 0 
2012/2013 18 50 62 0 
2013/2014 29 66 51 0 
2014/2015 26 31 41 0 
2015/2016 44 53 11 127 
2016/2017 151 70 0 874 

 
It is to be noted that “Endorsement attesting to further training” has been phased out and replaced 
by “Certificate of proficiency”.  
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Examination for the Issuance of COC 
During the period, five hundred and sixty-two (562) examinations were conducted by the 
Authority for CMI students and other candidates in a range of subject areas. The areas covered 
were: 

• Engineering 
• Navigation 
• Maritime law 

 
The examinations conducted for COC over 7 years are shown in the table below: 

 
Period Target Actual 

2010/2011 245 498 
2011/2012 440 652 
2012/2013 440 699 
2013/2014 440 617 
2014/2015 440 588 
2015/2016 440 528 
2016/2017 440 562 

 
The 2016/2017 period showed that examinations conducted increased by 34 surpassing the target 
of 440 examinations by 122. The Authority continues to ensure that adequate resources are in place 
to handle the volume of examinations. External examiners were therefore contracted to augment 
the in-house examiners.  

 
Reciprocal Recognition Endorsements  
The Authority has formal agreements with several countries for the reciprocal recognition of 
seafarer certification.. This facilitates recognition and endorsement of certificates of seafarers 
employed on Jamaican ships who are not Jamaican nationals. During the financial year, three 
hundred and thirty-three (333) Reciprocal Recognition Endorsements were issued to foreign 
seafarers engaged onboard Jamaican registered ships and Jamaican seafarers trained abroad.  

 
Endorsements issued over a 7-year period are shown below: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Period Target Actual 
2010/2011 120 142 
2011/2012 120 333 
2012/2013 120 207 
2013/2014 120 222 
2014/2015 120 208 
2015/2016 120 347 
2016/2017 120 333 
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Coxswain Licenses 

The Authority also tests and issues local boat handlers with coxswain licenses. For the year, one 
hundred and fifty-four (154) coxswain licenses were issued to boat handlers. This is a decrease of 
seven (7) when compared with the previous year. 

A total of ninety-three (93) coxswain examinations were conducted over the reporting period; an 
increase of 18 examinations over the previous period. 

 
 Coxswain licenses issued since 2010 are shown below:  
  
  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Certification issued over seven years are represented below: 
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Period Target Actual 
2010/2011 120 103 
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DEVELOPING JAMAICA AS A SHIPPING CENTRE 
The Authority in following its developmental mandate has been pursuing the establishment of 
Jamaica as a maritime shipping centre through the development of allied maritime activities as a 
means of generating employment through a range of economic activities. This concept is subsumed 
in the wider national logistics hub initiative.  

A seminal study on the development of Jamaica as a shipping hub was completed in 2010 with the 
recommendation that crewing, dry-docking and bunkering activities be pursued as a first step or 
level one in the thrust to develop the Country’s maritime cluster. Since that time, sector specific 
studies have been completed on bunkering (2012) and dry docking (2015) and the 
recommendations are being implemented. 

The specific sector study on bunkering that was conducted with the assistance of the 
Commonwealth Secretariat, entitled “Study to Position Jamaica as a Bunkering Location in the 
Caribbean” used countries in the Caribbean, Europe and the Pacific that are engaged in bunkering 
as benchmarks. The Study assessed the impact of bunkering on the Jamaican economy and 
identified best practices within the bunkering sector. The Report indicates that if Jamaica could 
increase the share of the vessels passing through the Panama Canal which bunker in Jamaica, it 
would benefit from induced economic impact of US$3.1 billion and generate about 900 job 
opportunities. Prior to 2015 there were two investors in bunker operations in Jamaica and during 
the period two additional investors commenced operations. However, despite more investment in 
bunker operations, there has been no real growth in the industry. The significant factor is the supply 
limitation which has severely affected the redistribution of available supply to accommodate new 
investors. It has thus proven elusive for Jamaica to attain the volumes projected by the Study 
because of the supply constraints. There is an urgent need to identify investors to establish tank 
farms to provide adequate supply to meet the demand of bunker operators. There were signs of 
favourable prospects towards the end of the financial year in the establishment of tanks farms as 
one local investor has acquired tanks for storage and has identified and visited possible sites for 
establishing a tank farm.  

Consistent with the result of the shipping hub study there is also a focus on developing dry docking 
operations in Jamaica. The Authority has been actively pursuing the establishment of dry docking 
facilities which was identified as a critical component of the Country’s maritime cluster. In this 
regard, a study on the Potential for Ship Repair Activities in Jamaica was commissioned and 
completed with the assistance of the Commonwealth Secretariat. Significant strides have been 
made in establishing a dry dock in Jamaica as Harren and Partner Group (H&P), a German 
company with shipping interests in Jamaica, represented by their local Company, H&P Caribbean 
Maritime Services Ltd. (H&P CMS), Kloska Group, an international ship supply company and 
two other local companies partnered to form German Ship Repair Jamaica Ltd. with its offices and 
dry dock operations located in Harbour Head, Kingston. Three vessels are to be brought in from 
Europe to start preparatory work for the dry dock. After the receipt of the various Government 
approvals for operation the project should take 21 months to complete the establishment of the dry 
dock facility.  
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OTHER ACTIVITIES 
Mass Rescue Operations (MRO) 
The Authority has recognized that the island attracts some of the largest vessels, both passenger 
and cargo, to its ports and accidents involving these vessels can happen at any time which could 
impact the lives of up to thousands of individuals. Such an incident within the vicinity of Jamaica 
would have adverse consequences on our tourism industry and our international image if Jamaica 
did not have plans in place to address MRO to minimize the loss of lives and bring survivors safely 
to our shores. Consequently, in 2016 the Authority spearheaded the development of a Mass Rescue 
Operations Plan, to prepare for such a contingency. The availability of Search and Rescue services 
to respond to disasters involving mass evacuation/rescue of persons is an international obligation.  

It was therefore imperative that a task force be established involving key stakeholders such as 
Office of Disaster Preparedness and Emergency Management (ODPEM), Jamaica Defence Force 
(JDF), Jamaica Constabulary Force (JCF), MAJ, Jamaica Civil Aviation Authority (JCAA) and 
others.  Assistance was sought from the United States Coast Guard (USCG) and a consultant was 
assigned to assist in drafting the MRO plan.  

The Authority was the lead agency working under the umbrella of the ODPEM along with several 
agencies of government with massive assistance from the USCG, in developing the MRO 
contingency plan to effectively respond to a major passenger ship or aviation incident in Jamaica’s 
marine space or Flight Information Region (FIR). The MRO plan reached a stage of maturity and 
the planned, functional communication exercise was carried out, across the island on April 4-8, 
2016. The various Agencies have reviewed their roles and responsibilities according to the MRO 
contingency plan and are prepared to meet the requirements. 
 
Legislation 
The Directorate of Legal Affairs provides legal support to the Authority in the conduct of its 
activities, particularly with respect to ship registration, marine pollution prevention and maritime 
safety and security issues. The Directorate’s main responsibilities include recommending 
international maritime conventions to which Jamaica should become party, facilitating the 
preparation of legislation for enactment, providing legal advice in areas such as ship registration 
and mortgages, pollution prevention and seafarer welfare, as well as participating in the conduct 
of casualty investigations. The Directorate also carries out the function of general legal counsel, 
providing advice on commercial, industrial relations and other issues affecting the Authority as a 
body corporate.   

During the period, the following were accomplished in our efforts to meet international standards: 
• Legislation to incorporate the Maritime Labour Convention: 

o The Shipping (Amendment) Bill, 2016 and the Shipping (Welfare of Seafarers 
and Maritime Labour Competence Certificate) Regulations, 2016 were 
reviewed and comments prepared and submitted to the Office of the 
Parliamentary Council. 

• Legislation to incorporate the 2010 amendments to the STCW Convention: 
o The Shipping (Medical Examinations) (Amendment Act) 2016 draft was 

reviewed and sent for publication in the Jamaica Gazette. 
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o The Shipping (Training, Certification, Safe Manning Hours of Work and 
Watchkeeping) (Amendment) Regulations, 2016 draft was reviewed and sent 
for publication in the Jamaica Gazette. 

• Legislation to provide for an increase in penalties under the Shipping Act. 
o The Shipping (Amendment Act) 2016 legislation was reviewed and comments 

provided to the Office of the Parliamentary Council. 
 

• Legislation to incorporate the International Convention for the Control and 
Management of Ships’ Ballast Water and Sediments, 2004. 

o The legislation was reviewed and comments provided to the Office of the 
Parliamentary Council. 

• Legislation to provide an increase in fees for services provided by the Authority. 
o Drafting Instructions are before the Chief Parliamentary Council. 

      
• SOLAS Convention 

O Several presentations were made providing advice and developing national 
guidance for the implementation of the Amendments to chapter V of the 
SOLAS Convention which deals with the Verified Gross Mass for export 
Containers. 

O Presentation made on domestic Port Security legislation and the 
implementation of the ISPS Code.   

• MARPOL 73/78 
O The Directorate of Legal Affairs reported on the National MARPOL Annex V1 

Workshop and the minutes of the National Task Force (NTF) Meeting and 
submitted to IMO. 

O The Directorate of Legal Affairs continues to regulate the discharge of ship-
generated waste in Jamaica. The Director chairs the interagency committee 
comprised of NEPA, PAJ, Ministry of Health and NSWMA. 

O The Director of Legal Affairs serves as the National Focal Point and Chairman 
and the Legal Officer as the National Project Coordinator and Secretary of a 
National Task Force on the implementation of MARPOL Annex V1. 

 
International Maritime Organization Activities 
The Maritime Authority of Jamaica continued to maintain its presence and representation at the 
International Maritime Organization (IMO) during the period under review by attending two 
Council meetings, two meetings of the Maritime Safety Committee (MSC) and meetings of the 
Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC); the Technical Cooperation Committee 
(TCC); the Legal Committee (LC) and the Sub Committee meetings of the Human Element 
Training and Watchkeeping (HTW), Navigation Communications and Search and Rescue (NCSR) 
and Implementation of IMO Instruments (III).  
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The decision to bid for a seat in category C of the IMO Council for the 2018-2019 biennium was 
made after Cabinet by way of its decision in November 2016 approved the recommendation from 
the Ministry of Transport and Mining.  

Jamaica served on the Council previously from 2008-2015, having been elected each time for the 
five biennia 2008-2009, 2010-2011, 2012-2013 and 2014-2015. We failed to be re-elected during 
the November 2015 elections for the 2016-2017 biennium, held at the IMO, losing to Thailand by 
two votes with 110 votes to Thailand’s 112 votes. There were 143 eligible member States who 
voted and at least three CARICOM member States did not participate in the vote which support 
was crucial for Jamaica. 

Between April 2016 and March 2017 with the assistance and guidance of the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs and Foreign Trade (MFAFT) and their various overseas Missions, moderate campaigning 
for election to Category C of the IMO Council commenced and in October 2016 after the formal 
Aide-Memoire was composed by the MAJ, setting out the rationale, Jamaica’s status as a maritime 
State and justification for bidding for a seat at the IMO Council,  a proposed strategy within a 
structured campaign was formulated and recommended to Government. 

A Steering Committee for Jamaica’s candidature under the chairmanship of the MFAFT and with 
the MFAFT members, Ministry of Transport and Mining (MTM) representatives, and MAJ 
representatives was established. At a December 2016 meeting chaired by the Hon Minister of 
Transport and Mining and the Hon Minister of Foreign Affairs and Foreign Trade, the Committee 
endorsed and approved the strategy and budget for the formal campaign which included a 
recommendation to the Cabinet for an official launch in Jamaica in early 2017, a formal launch in 
London at the IMO in mid-year 2017, a budget and the appointment of the Director General of the 
MAJ as a special envoy for Jamaica’s campaign for the IMO Council.  

The Steering Committee had several meetings between January and March 2017 and the formal 
launch of our candidature was held at Jamaica House with the Hon Prime Minister bringing 
opening remarks via a video presentation with the Hon Ministers of Transport and Mining and 
Foreign Affairs and Foreign Trade contributing with their formal presentations in person.  
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Rear Admiral Peter Brady addressing the audience at the official launch of the IMO 

Candidature for Council, in Jamaica 
 

A wide cross-section of government, ministries and agencies and private sector representatives 
attended, along with heads of the foreign missions. The Chairperson and members of the MAJ 
Board were also in attendance.  
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A section of the audience featuring Heads of Foreign Missions 

 
A special campaign ditty was performed by the children of Rousseau Primary School whom we 
had previously commissioned. This was well received. Refreshments followed in the courtyard of 
Jamaica House. 
 

 
 

The Children from Rousseau Primary School performing “We Need A Voice” 
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Hon. Minister of Transport and Mining, L Michael Henry, in discussion with Hon Minister 

of Foreign Affairs and Foreign Trade, Kamina Johnson-Smith and Rear Admiral Peter 
Brady. 

 
In February 2017 the Director General travelled overseas to lobby support for our IMO Council 
candidature. In February 2017 a visit was made to Morocco to attend the Crans Montana Forum 
at the sponsorship of the organizers. The main purpose was to lobby African states for support of 
our IMO Council candidature. The event showcased African countries’ development needs and 
the principal topics were “Agriculture and Food security in Africa and a “Conference on Small 
Island Developing States (SIDS) (the SIDS World Integration, New Actors of the South-South 
Cooperation). The Hon Ministers of Foreign Affairs and Foreign Trade, Education, Youth and 
Information (MEYI),  the Executive Director (ED) of the CMI and senior officers from the 
Ministry of the MEYI were also in attendance. Both the ED of CMI and the DG of the MAJ 
participated in a panel discussion; Africa in the New World Maritime Economy: Hopes and 
Concerns, Focus on SIDS. 
 
The composition of the team which will attend the 30th session of the IMO Assembly at which the 
elections for the IMO Council will take place on December 1, 2017 has not been finalized however 
the team will be led by Hon Minister of Transport and Mining.   
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Official Visit 
The Jamaican High Commissioner-designate to the United Kingdom (UK), Seth Ramocan visited 
the Maritime Authority of Jamaica  

 
Mr. Seth Ramocan, Jamaican High Commissioner-designate to the United Kingdom, 
meeting with Rear Admiral Peter Brady, Director General; Bertrand Smith, Director Legal 
Affairs and Jodi Barrow, CMOU Secretariat  
His visit was part of a series of meetings being held prior to him taking up his term of office in the 
UK. The High Commissioner-designate was briefed on the mandate, roles and functions of the 
Authority and it was indicated to him the possible support areas which the Jamaican High 
Commission in the United Kingdom could render for the Authority as Jamaica’s maritime and 
shipping agency. 
 
Mr. Ramocan was also briefed on the Authority’s involvement with the International Maritime 
Organization (IMO) – the United Nations specialized agency with responsibility for the safety and 
security of international shipping and the prevention of marine pollution by ships. Admiral Brady 
noted that Jamaica has been an IMO member state since 1976. 
 
Maritime Awareness Week 
Maritime Awareness Week was celebrated in Jamaica September 25-29, 2016, culminating on 
World Maritime Day, September 29, 2016. The World Maritime Day theme was “Shipping 
indispensable to the World.” The Authority engaged the maritime and supporting industries in 
celebrating World Maritime Day through a week of national activities. The Authority, along with 
key partners collaboratively hosted various activities. The objectives of the activities were to: 

• Increase overall awareness of the maritime sector; 
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• Bring focus to the critical link between shipping and the everyday lives of people in 
Jamaica and all over the planet;  

• Raise awareness of the role of the International Maritime Organization (IMO) as the 
international regulatory body that governs international shipping; and  

• Highlight MAJ’s role as Jamaica’s maritime administration and the focal point for the 
IMO 

The week of activities started with a church service on Sunday, September 25 at the Havenhill 
Baptist Church, where Bindley Sangster, Senior Advisor to the Minister of Transport and Mining 
the Hon. Mike Henry, brought greetings on the Minister’s behalf. The Director General, Rear 
Admiral (Ret’d) Peter Brady, brought remarks on behalf of the Board Chair Corah-Ann 
Robertson Sylvester. 
 
Activities included in the week were as follows: 

• Exhibition and Opening Ceremony 
Rear Admiral Brady brought the industry message at the annual official opening 
ceremony and exhibition which took place on Monday, September 27 on the grounds 
of Caribbean Maritime Institute.  

 
Rear Admiral Peter Brady making his address at CMI Annual Official Opening 

Ceremony for Maritime Awareness Week 
 
The MAJ along with several industry partners manned booths at the exhibition, which 
provided an opportunity to meet the public including students from the rural and 
corporate area schools of Jamaica.  
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Rear Admiral Peter Brady and Jenny Jenny rapping with interested students 

• Port Tours 
Guided tours of the Port were conducted, with participation from corporate area and 
rural schools. Non-sector companies from the business district downtown also 
participated in tours of the port. They expressed appreciation for the opportunity to 
view the varied and essential operations on the port and were pleased to have been 
exposed to the shipping sector. 

• World Maritime Day    
This year’s stellar event for World Maritime Day was a Sunset Cruise Reception 
hosted by the MAJ and Women in Maritime Association Caribbean (WiMAC) on the 
CARIBBEAN QUEEN. The cruise took guests on a tour of the Kingston Harbour. 
This provided a great opportunity for integration among the shipping sector. The guest 
speaker at the reception was Grantley Stephenson, Chief Executive Officer of Kingston 
Wharves Limited 

There was a Sky Lantern release from the vessel during the reception, in honour of 
seafarers. 

 
International Day of the Seafarer 
International Day of the Seafarer 2016, was celebrated June 25, as designated by the International 
Maritime Organization (IMO), under the theme “At Sea for All”. The day is set aside each year, 
for the acknowledgement of the contribution of Seafarers to the development of shipping globally. 
The theme is provided annually by the IMO, as a guide for activities to commemorate the day.  
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Seafarers and Cadets were hosted by the Director General and Registrar of Seafarers at the office 
of the MAJ. They shared their opinions on issues, had their questions answered, interacted with 
staff members and were provided with refreshment and tokens to mark the Day.  
A short article in honour of the Day was featured in the Jamaica Gleaner’s Tuesday “Shipping 
Page” Feature, as well as on the MAJ’s Facebook Page.   
 
Recognitions 
Employees of the Authority and Board Chair were honoured at the 35th Annual Graduation 
Ceremony of the Caribbean Maritime Institute, held at the Jamaica Conference Centre, Kingston 

• Claudia Grant, Deputy Director General, was inducted into the CMI Hall of Fame, for 
her contribution to shipping in the Caribbean and for long service contribution to CMI. 

 

Mrs. Claudia Grant, Deputy Director MAJ (second left) being recognized for her 
contribution to Shipping in the Caribbean  
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• Hamada Fouda, Marine Surveyor, was inducted in the CMI Hall of Fame, for Technical 
contribution to the CMI and for expansion of international partnerships. 

 

Captain Hamada Fouda (second left) being recognized for his contribution to the CMI 
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• Natola Meredith, Registrar of Ships, marched with the graduating class of 2016, awarded 
MSc Logistics and Supply Chain Management. 

 

Miss Natola Meredith (second left) graduated after achieving an MSc in Logistics and 
Supply Chain Management 

• Corah Ann Robertson-Sylvester, MAJ Board Chair was honoured for outstanding service 
to the CMI and to the Caribbean Shipping Association (CSA), where she served as its 
first female president. 
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Workshops and Training Seminars 
The Authority seeks to ensure that its marine officers and other related personnel in the industry 
are educated in new initiatives and updated maritime procedures with their attendance at 
workshops and training seminars.  
The major ones held during the period were as follows: 

• National Workshop on MARPOL Annex VI and Technology Transfer 
The Authority through the Directorate of Legal Affairs hosted the workshop on the 
request of the IMO. The workshop was designed for representatives from ministries of 
transport, environment, maritime administrations, ports, industries, universities, 
maritime training centres and professional associations with an interest in preserving 
the marine environment, in matters pertaining to ship energy efficiency and the 
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.  

• Maritime Security Train the Trainer Course 
The Authority facilitated for the second time a five-day Train-the-Trainer maritime 
security workshop sponsored by the IMO on the International Ship and Port Facility 
Security (ISPS) Code,. The workshop was interactive and provided first-time IMO 
maritime security training to new players in the business, government agencies, and 
private sector companies which operate large commercial port facilities and offered 
upgraded refresher training to attendees who had been a part of a similar workshop. 

• PSC-Under Ballast Water Management (BWM) Training Seminar 
A marine inspector attended the IMO sponsored training seminar which was aimed at 
developing sustainable knowledge in the implementation of BWM Convention and to 
build the capacity for sampling and analysis of ballast water for compliance purposes. 
Having completed the training participants are able to:  

o Prepare the trainees to conduct courses and practical sampling and analysis of 
ballast water in their own countries; and 

o Coordinate activities with the regional coordinators to facilitate the smooth 
implementation of the BWM Convention in developing countries. 
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PUBLIC RELATIONS 
Overview 
Public Relations is an integral component of the Maritime Authority of Jamaica’s (MAJ) 
corporate and operational plan, aimed at increasing the profile of the Authority in the local and 
regional landscape. Corresponding objectives are to promote awareness and enhance the 
visibility of the MAJ; to distinguish the entity from others in the shipping industry and to educate 
the public on the role of the MAJ. 
 
To this end, the MAJ is showcased through various public relations activities including 
exhibitions and outreaches, engagement in the print media, other media appearances, advertising,   
 
As Jamaica’s maritime administration and as the focal point for the International Maritime 
Organization (IMO), every year the Maritime Authority of Jamaica coordinates Maritime 
Awareness Week activities, engaging the maritime and supporting industries to increase overall 
awareness of the maritime sector, to highlight the Authority’s role as Jamaica’s maritime 
administration, to raise awareness of the role of the IMO as the international regulatory body for 
international shipping - through public relations support. 
 
The Authority continues to carry out its core activities as mandated by the Shipping Act to ensure 
the protection and safety of Jamaica’s marine environment. To this end, the Authority, through the 
Public Relations Unit, seeks to provide public relations coverage of activities to increase public 
awareness both locally and internationally. The dissemination of materials and participation in 
activities of other stakeholders within the shipping industry has made an impact on the public and 
clients are sensitized to the requirements to facilitate an effective and efficient interface with the 
Authority.  
 
Elaborate Communications continues to generate awareness for the Authority, with the provision 
of PR opportunities through articles and press releases. This coverage on the international market 
appears in such publications as Matrix Maritime Media, Hellenic Shipping News Worldwide, 
Shipping and Marine Events, All About Shipping, Entorno Inteligente and The Seafarer Times. 

 
Newsletters 
The quarterly JSR newsletter, published by the Authority, is designed to bring awareness to the 
work of the Authority and the Jamaica Ship Registry. The newsletter also seeks to provide pertinent 
information to ship owners, captains and cadets. For this period, three editions were published. 
The publication is distributed to the local and international market by the Authority.  
 
Advertising 
The Authority also strives to create awareness of its purpose and services through advertising.  

The Authority placed two corporate advertisements with Portside Caribbean - the official 
publication of the Port Management Association of the Caribbean (PMAC) which covers the 
Caribbean and Latin America. It targets seaport managers, container terminal operators, operators 
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of private wharves and marinas, port authorities, shipping lines, cruise lines, port security entities, 
customs, port service providers, engineers and others.  
 
This was a mutually beneficial relationship, as the Authority published three articles in Portside 
Caribbean during this period, as follows: 
 
• Caribbean Port administrators need to be concerned by Bertrand Smith – Portside 

Caribbean magazine, February – April 2016 edition. 

• The Caribbean – Ideal for registration of mega yachts by Bertrand Smith – Portside 
Caribbean magazine, November 2016 – January 2017 edition. 

• Maritime Authority of Jamaica explains Legal issues governing operation of marinas - 
Portside Caribbean magazine, November 2016 – January 2017 edition. 

 
Jamaica Ship Registry full page, full colour corporate ad was placed in Super Yacht Business – 
a UK based publication with controlled circulation of close to 10,000 readers – all involved in 
the superyacht sector.  

Maritime Authority of Jamaica full colour, quarter page corporate ad published in Fair Trading 
Commission publication ‘COMPETE’.  

Calendars 
The Authority produced its 2017 calendar which boasted a display of photographs that depicted 
the various areas of responsibility which fall under the purview of the Authority. Some 1000 copies 
were distributed to local and international clients. The calendars were beautifully designed and 
were well received by the public. 
 
Outreach 
The Authority participated in the Mountain View Primary School Career Day. This was an 
opportunity to expose children at the primary level, to the existence and the work of the Maritime 
Authority of Jamaica. A booth was erected, and the MAJ-branded tokens distributed were well 
received by students and teachers alike. 
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HUMAN RESOURCE AND STAFF WELFARE  
The Authority currently has forty-four members of staff, nine less than its authorized complement. 
The restrictions placed on filling vacant posts by the Government have prevented the Authority 
from expanding its staff complement in accordance with its expanded roles and growth in the 
Maritime Industry. During the financial year, there were no changes in the staff complement. 

Training and Development 
The Authority encourages the improvement of its staff through further training and development. 
Non-technical staff members are being assisted to capitalize on training opportunities through both 
internal and external facilities. During the period, training and development opportunities were 
extended to staff in the form of workshops, seminars and courses as it related to their field.  
Some of the training included: 

• Fundamentals of Budgeting held at MIND. 
• Technical Standing Works Group held in St. Kitts and the Nevis 
• Maritime Safety Information held in St. Lucia 
• Training Officers in Network Meeting held at MIND 
• Maritime Crew Resource Management held in Kingston 

 
The Authority facilitated the award of a scholarship from the Sasakawa Peace Foundation to Miss. 
Abigail Bryan, Examination Officer, to pursue a Master’s Degree in Maritime Affairs at the World 
Maritime University in Malmo Sweden over a period of fourteen months. She is expected to 
complete the programme in November 2017.  

Miss Sharlene Brown, who was awarded a scholarship for one year by the Chinese Embassy to 
pursue an International Master’s Degree in Public Administration at the Tsinghaua University in 
China, completed her studies and graduated on January 13, 2017.  
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Ms. Sharlene Brown posing with senior personnel from the Tshinghaua University in 

China after receiving her degree. 

 
 
 
Staff Welfare and Wellness Program 
The staff wellness and welfare program continues to be a priority and therefore the Authority 
supports various activities to promote mental and physical wellness of staff.  
The Authority sponsored those willing to participate in 5k run/walk events. During the period 
members of staff participated in the Shipping Association of Jamaica 5K Run/Walk, the Sagicor 
5K Run/Walk and the Digicel 5K Night Run/Walk.  
 
Miss Natola Meredith placed first in the Shipping Industry Category for the Shipping Association 
of Jamaica 5K run/walk.  

 
The staff also participated in a fun day activity at Robin’s Bay, St. Mary on May 27, 2016. Prior 
to the event the staff were placed in houses and enjoyed activities leading up to the day. On the 
day, the houses competed in games of various sorts, flat races, bun eating contests and tug-of-war. 
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INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
The Authority continued its investment in upgrading the network architecture. This included 
completing the second phase of the project that saw the procurement of a second server and 
network attached storage (NAS) equipment for redundancy and offsite backup. This serves to 
implement redundancy and recovery in the architecture if a virus, such as the RAMSOMEWARE 
virus, infects the computer system. 

Maintenance and Expansion of Computer Networks 
Three laptops were procured over the period for replacement of obsolete ones. 

Software Development and Procurement 
Software development continues to be an important part of the IT Department’s program. As the 
Authority sought to widen its marketing programme and invite ship owners from across the globe 
to register their ships with the JSR, it is important that the organization has in place the appropriate 
programs to meet the expected standards. 

• Certification Database Application 
To ensure that this Application effectively serves the needs of the internal users customers, 
an upgrade to the system was carried out. The system now meets all the STCW 
requirements. 

• Online Payment 
As was projected, the Authority achieved its objective of allowing customers to make 
online (electronic) payments accomplished in November 2016.. Agreements were 
successfully negotiated with Bank of Nova Scotia (BNS) and First Atlantic Commerce 
(FAC) for online payment transactions services.  

• Vessel Registration and Safety Application  
The development of this major application which would have taken into consideration the 
processes for registration and safety of both large and small vessels and endorsements was 
further postponed due to efforts to complete other software projects. 

• Cruising Permit Application 
The Cruising Permit Application was completed and is being utilized and its continuous 
use will provide critical feedback in improving the system. Permits that the system 
generates, are sent electronically to the client, and third-party personnel (Custom Officers, 
and other Government entities) can log in and make queries by entering the Application 
Identification number. 
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LIBRARY AND DOCUMENTATION CENTRE 
Overview 

The library serves an important part of the Authority’s operations as it provides research material 
for both staff and seafarers especially those who are pursuing certification.  

The library’s use is continually improving with more students utilizing its examination past papers 
to enhance their preparation for examinations conducted by the Authority. 

Records Management 
Records Management Unit works in consultation with the Administrative Assistants to ensure 
files are created and maintained in accordance with the record management procedures. The 
various Directorates with the assistance of the Document Registrar have been removing records 
that have passed their retention dates in preparation for the storage of current records.  

Access to Information Requests 
There were no requests for information under the Access to Information Act. All reports were 
submitted to the Access to Information Unit for the period under review. 

Acquisition of Publications 
The Authority acquired twenty-seven (27) reference publications, of which seven were IMO 
conventions. These were added to the Library’s collection for the year under review.  

Four publications were removed from stock owing to obsolescence. The official stock count now 
stands at 265, in the following categories: 

 Reference Books   225 

 Non-book Formats     29 

 Periodical Titles    11 

 

The library continues to receive publications from Fairplay Magazines, IMO News, Safety at Sea, 
Seaways, Roustabout Energy International, Aegean News, Offshore Investment, Caribbean 
Maritime and Naval Defense Link. 

Library Technical Services 
A total of twenty publications were catalogued and uploaded to the Cataloguing database. The 
Authority continues to receive publications donated by International Maritime Organization (IMO) 
and professional shipping organisations. 

Use of Library Resources 
The records of the library showed that a total of 158 reference consultations were made as follows:  
 IMO Publications  110 

Periodicals       25 
General Reference    23 

Audio-visual materials (mainly CDs) were also viewed by CMI students. 
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The Library also had visitors from the University of the West Indies, Port Royal Marine Lab and 
CMI who were doing research on maritime publications. 

Telephone Enquiries 
There were fifteen telephone requests for information. Requests were also received via email and 
facsimile.  

Workshops/Meetings 
The Document Registrar attended the Special Libraries meetings, Records and Archive 
Management Section meetings and Social Economic Network (SECIN). 
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FINANCIAL REVIEW 
The revenue from fees grew significantly to $174.76 million or 56.6% over the 2015-2016 
financial year. For the year ended March 31, 2017 operating surplus stood at $57.56 million 
resulting in a net surplus of $65.24 million. This reflects a 271.9% increase in profits when 
compared to the previous year’s performance. Expenditure increased by 8.30% for the period. 

Income 
The Authority is funded mainly by Government of Jamaica subvention and income from services. 
Revenue for the reporting period amounted to $339.08 million. Of this amount fees earned from 
services amounted to $174.76 million which is 29.5% more than the budgeted figure of $135.01 
million. The Appropriation in Aid (AIA) reported for the period amounted to $163.9 million which 
is more than the budget by 21.4%.  

 
The chart below shows the Revenue performance over the last seven years. 
 

 
 
The above chart shows that fees from operations have increased dramatically by $63 million over 
the 2015/2016 period while the AIA showed a similar increase of $48.9 million. The Subvention 
from the Government reflected a marginal increase of 2.3%. The Authority is projecting that fees 
from services will increase to $138 million for the 2017/2018 financial year based on performance 
during the 2016/2017 financial year. It is estimated that the Authority will also receive 
approximately $159.8 million from the Ministry of Finance as support for remuneration expenses. 
This support from the Ministry of Finance is the same as was received during the 2016/2017 
financial year.  
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The chart below gives a pictorial view of the categories of revenue 

 
 
Of the Total Revenue, Vessel Registration remains the main revenue earner capturing 23% and set 
the stage for increased Annual Fees for the coming years.   Local Trade, the second major source 
of income, increased by 1%. Although income from Annual Fees improved in monetary value its 
impact on the total revenue remained the same at 20%.   

Expenditure 
The Authority expended $281.52 million for the reporting period against a revised budget of 
$283.22 million. This was indicative of the Authority spending within its budget and exercising a 
conservative method of spending in line with the requirements of the Ministry of Finance.   

Expenditure for the 2017/2018 financial year is projected to be $291.61 million. 
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The Maritime Authority of Jamaica Projected Profit and Loss Statement for 
2017/2018 Financial Year is shown below. 
        J$ 

Revenue 
Subvention       159,814,000.00 
Service Income       138,373,000.00 

       ------------------- 
Total Income       298,187,000.00 

       ------------------- 
Less Expenditure 
Salary, Wages and Traveling     221,886,000.00 
Rental                    15,462,000.00 
Public Utilities           3,132,000.00 
Purchase of Goods and Services                  47,510,000.00 
Contributions           3,619,000.00 

       ------------------- 
Total Expenses       291.609,000.00 

       ------------------- 
Surplus           6,578,000.00 

       =========== 
 
 

Note: The surplus shown above will be used to purchase Capital Goods as per the 
Estimate of Expenditure. 

 
  
 
Audited Financial Statements for F/Y 2016/2017 are presented on page 47 as 
Appendix 1. 
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PLANS FOR 2017/2018 
 
Jamaica Ship Registry 
Complete the proposed Ship Registry model which would see the engaging of a suitable private 
investor partner for the operation, management and promotion of the Jamaica Ship Registry with 
the aim of increasing the number of vessels registered under the Jamaican flag. 

Shipping Centre Development 
• Increased focus on identifying strategies to broaden the supply base to meet the sector’s 

demands for bunker supply through the establishment of tank farms 
• Provide support to German Ship Repairs Jamaica Ltd., to facilitate the establishment and 

operation of dry-docking operation in Jamaica 
• Continued collaboration with the CMI to implement strategies to secure internships at sea 

for Cadets to obtain the required qualifying sea-time. 

Strengthen the Legal Framework 
The Authority will continue to strengthen the legal framework for the regulation and 
development of the maritime sector. Priority areas will include: 

• The promulgation of the Maritime Labour Convention 2006 (MLC 2006) legislation  
• The promulgation of the marine pollution legislation which is vital for the implementation 

of the legal regime relating to the protection of our fragile marine environment from vessel 
source pollution and to provide for the necessary compensation and liability in the event of 
an incident.  

• Initiate activities to further strengthen the regulatory framework for Jet Ski operations 
through the development of regulations to introduce age limits, safe speeds, restricted 
operating areas, safety equipment and a fixed penalty system  

Retain ISO Certification 
The Authority will seek to maintain its international certification under ISO 9001:2008 quality 
standards system. The Authority will also intensify activities for transitioning  to the new ISO 
Standards, ISO 9001:2015 in the coming year. 

Library and Document Centre 

• Grow collection by 20% 
• Taskforce for accounting records  
• Records and Information Management Workshops 
• Introduction of data management system for Records and Information Management 
• Online catalogue Access  
• Collection development growth    
• Maintain partnerships with other libraries in academia and the maritime sector to enhance 

professional development and resource sharing. 
• Interlibrary loans and networking 
• Upgrade computers in the library to ensure that automated systems are maintained 
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Increase Revenues 
During the new financial year, the Authority will seek to increase its revenue by: 

• Pursuing additional registration of international vessels;  
• Targeting unregistered vessels in the fishing and tourism sectors;   
• Licensing foreign vessels which operate in Jamaica’s local trade; and 
• Pursuing the registration of yachts domiciled in Jamaican waters. 

Accomplishing this will strengthen the efforts of the Authority towards being self-sufficient and 
facilitate the drive to expand the country’s economic base. 
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During the Financial Year the emoluments of the Senior Executives and the Board of 
Directors are shown in the tables below: 

 
Senior Executive Compensation 

 
Position of 
Senior 
Executive 

Year Basic 
Salary 

Per Annum 
$ 

Gratuity 
$ 

Travel 
Allowances 
or Value of 
Assigned 

Motor 
Vehicle 

$ 

Pension or 
Other 

Retirement 
Benefits 

$ 

Other 
Allowances 

$ 

Non-
Cash 

Benefits 
$ 

Total 
Per Annum 

$ 

Director 
General 

2016/17 7,423,416.00 1,801,800.00 140,000.00    9,365,216.00 

Deputy 
Director 
General 

2016/17 6,706,199.26 1,564,300.50 1,341,624.00    9,612,124.76 

Director 
Legal Affairs 

2016/17 6,444,917.76 1,500,882.75 1,341,624.00    9,287,424.51 

Director, 
Shipping & 
Policy 
Research 

2016/17 4,615,952.04 
 
 
 

 1,341,624.00 
 

   5.957,576.04 
 
 

Director 
Safety, 
Environment 
and 
Certification 

2016/17 8,272,619.09 2,024,788.06 1,341,624.00    11,639,031.15 

Director, 
Corporate 
Services 

2016/17 4,798,656.58 
 
 

1,185,126.36 707,448.00 
 
 

   6,691,230.94 

 
 

Notes on the Senior Executives Compensation Table: 
 
The value benefit accrued to the Director General for the assigned motor vehicle is in accordance 
with “Facts on Income Tax, Income Tax Guide #2, item 35” 
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Board of Directors’ Compensation 
 

Position of Director Fees 
$ 

Motor Vehicle 
Upkeep/traveling 

$ 

Honoraria 
$ 

All Other 
Compensation 
Cash Benefits 
as applicable 

($) 

Total 
$ 

Chairman 75,000.00    75,000.00 
Board Member 54,000.00    54,000.00 
Board Member 54,000.00    54,000.00 
Board Member 45,000.00    45,000.00 
Board Member 36,000.00    36,000.00 
Board Member 54,000.00    54,000.00 
Board Member 18,000.00    18,000.00 
Board Member 18,000.00    18,000.00 
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